Human Impact on the Environment

Unscramble each of the clue words. Copy the letters in the numbered cells to other cells with the same number.
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Match the letter of the following terms with its correct definition. Some words will not be used.

16. a rise in the human population over time
17. cutting down the massive amount of trees in the forest
18. technology has allowed for greater food production with this
19. stripping the soil and rock away from the Earth's surface
20. invasive species that can affect the fish population in the Great Lakes
21. solid wast is stored here
22. creates hydroelectric power or diverts water to create a lake
23. type of fossil fuel
24. soil that is taken away from an area due to wind or water flow
25. more people, homes, factories, can lead to larger amounts of this

a. technology
b. sea lamprey
c. coal
d. farming
e. overpopulation
f. surface mining
g. dams
h. deforestation
i. organic
j. pollution
k. landfill
l. oxygen
m. erosion